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A Message from the Chair

Making Waves in   
Washington, D.C.

BY: DOUGLAS M. DVORCHAK, 2019 CHAIR OF THE BOARD, ABC KEYSTONE 

BC Keystone members experienced a great day in 
Washington, D.C. during the 2019 ABC National 
Legislative Conference – an event held every year in 

June. This conference was one of the most productive that I have 
attended, and we also managed to have a little fun along the way.

The Legislative Day started the night before with a Free 
Enterprise Alliance Reception. Ed Henry, who currently serves as 
Fox News Channel's chief national correspondent, spoke at the 
reception. Ed brought us an insider’s perspective on Washington 
politics and the Trump White House which was both insightful 
and entertaining. In addition, we heard encouraging comments 
from Rick Scott who was elected to the U.S. Senate in 2018 and is 
currently serving his first term representing the state of Florida. 
His message of free enterprise and growing the economy stirred 
up the crowd.

The next morning, Legislative Day began with an energized and 
inspirational speech from Representative Dan Crenshaw. In 
November 2018, Rep. Crenshaw was elected to represent the 
Second Congressional District of Texas. He served as a Navy Seal 
with five overseas deployments. On his 3rd deployment, he lost 
vision in both eyes. After a long struggle and multiple surgeries, 
he regained sight in his left eye and went on to serve three more 
overseas deployments. He highlighted his platform of fiscal 
responsibility and pro-growth agenda for the American economy 
during his speech.

After Rep. Crenshaw inspired the crowd, ABC members from 
throughout the nation descended on Capitol Hill. The Keystone 
contingent had the pleasure to meet with Congressman Scott 
Perry (PA-10) and Congressman Lloyd Smucker (PA-11). Both 
Congressmen are pro free enterprise and merit shop champions. 
They each took the time to thank us for visiting the Hill, our 
continued support, and for being committed to our values - 
which they both share as well. Congressman Smucker even took 
time out of his day to give us a mini tour of the Capitol building 
and took us out on the Speakers’ balcony, a private area only 
accessible with a member of the legislature.

Every year, Senator Toomey takes time to personally meet with  
us and thank us for our continued support knowing that we 
ask simply for a level playing field and the right to pursue the 
American Dream. It is great that we have a Congressman who 
understands who we are and what ABC is trying to accomplish.

Lastly, we met with four of Senator Bob Casey’s staff members. 
Since being elected to office, Senator Casey has never taken the 
time to meet with us. We had some open and frank discussion 
about ABC’s issues, and the young staff members seemed to be 
eager to discuss our issues with the Senator. It was interesting to 
see them question why the Senator does not agree with our free 
enterprise initiatives. I’m not sure if we made up a lot of ground 
with Senator Casey, but it was fun to educate his staff members. 

We need to continue to visit Washington D.C. as well as 
Harrisburg to help build relationships and to carry the merit 
shop philosophy to any legislator who is willing to listen. I 
encourage you to get into politics, as we hear all the time around 
the Keystone Chapter 
building: “Get into 
politics or get out of 
business.” We need to be 
vigilant in our efforts to 
continue activities such 
as Legislative Day. I know 
it is only one day out of 
the year, but it sends a 
powerful message to 
our legislators that we 
believe in our cause and 
will continue to support 
those who champion our 
efforts.

Douglas M. Dvorchak, ARM 
2019 Chair of the Board, ABC Keystone 
Asst. Vice President, Murray Securus 
dodvorchak@murrayins.com 
(717) 397-9600
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Taking it to the Next Level 

nytime you want to take something to the next or 
a higher level you look at what you can improve or 

what you need to change. So it goes with the ABC Keystone 
Apprenticeship program. ABC Keystone has been providing 
apprenticeship training for the last 51 years. The program’s 
evolution has been constant and always asks “what’s next?”

Those that may remember the early days will recall that 
apprenticeship training was held two nights every week for 
nine months and revolved around reading and lectures. It was 
up to the employers to provide all hands-on training. As we 
approached the early 1990s, we adopted a standard curriculum 
called the Wheels of Learning. It was the predecessor to the 
current NCCER curriculum, which is recognized all over the 
country and beyond. Utilization of NCCER curriculum introduced 
the inclusion of hands-on training and performance verifications.

These changes created new challenges and opportunities: 
Where are we going to do the hands-on training? How do we 
accomplish everything in an evening class? Though our program 
was able to occasionally get lab space at the Lancaster CTC, we 
knew it would only be temporary. It was the member users that 
approached ABC about moving our schedule to daytime classes, 
so in the early 2000s, ABC Keystone started to migrate most 
classes to a combination of day and fewer night classes. 

Knowing that the chapter had limited access to lab space at the 
CTC, the Chapter decided to build out a classroom and lab in the 
basement of our existing building. This project was completed in 
2005, and while heavily used, still limited our ability to provide 
hands-on activities. With need and demand for better hands-
on training and under the leadership of then-Board Chair Barry 
Miller the board decided it was time to expand.

Progress on the next level began in 2013 with the start of 
the planning, fundraising, and construction of what would 
be a 20,000 SF expansion, with 12,000 SF being dedicated to 
the apprenticeship and training program. In April 2015, we 
dedicated this new interactive training facility. The addition, 
combined with coming out of the great recession, revealed a 
nice increase in apprenticeship registration.

So, what’s next? I am happy to announce that the Trustees of 
the Apprenticeship Trust have tasked the program with moving 
to instructors who will each teach all classes in their respective 
trades. Equally, I am excited to let our members and our program 
users know that we have assembled our instructor team. The 
four consist of Tom Fasnacht, Director of Carpentry; Randy 
Doxzon, Director of HVAC and Plumbing; Chad Foor, Electrical 
Instructor; and Jerry (Junior) Brown, Sheet Metal Instructor. They 
all are passionate about their craft, and I’m proud to report, all 
are graduates of the ABC Keystone apprenticeship program.

Why the change? We believe this team will provide better 
continuity from level to level and provide consistency for our 
students and the program. In addition, this team will be able to 
coordinate schedules and training using each other’s expertise 
just like different trades on a job site. Other chapters that have 
gone this direction have seen a quantifiable improvement 
in their program which, in the end, leads to better trained 
employees for members.

If you are not participating in apprenticeship training, now may 
be the time to get on 
board. Apprenticeship can 
help you! A well-educated 
worker is safer, more 
efficient, more valuable, 
and more cost effective.

Reach out and contact 
cindyd@abckeystone.org 
to learn more about how 
apprenticeship can help 
you educate your workers!

BY: G. DAVID SLOAD, ABC KEYSTONE PRESIDENT-CEO

A Message from the President-CEO

G. David Sload 
President-CEO 
dave@abckeystone.org
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Master $7,500
Company/group/family/individual name —

· on sign at exhibit entrance
· on brick at museum entrance patio 
· logo on HOH Construction Co. web page 

(for at least one year following opening of exhibit)
· listed on museum donor web page
· listed in annual report (if contribution made by 

September 30)
as well as—

· invitations to preview night
· corporate membership (up to six people) for one year

Journeyperson $5,000
Company/group/family/individual name —

· on sign at exhibit entrance
· on brick at museum entrance patio 
· logo on HOH Construction Co. web page (for at least one year following opening of exhibit)
· listed on museum donor web page
· listed in annual report (if contribution made by September 30)

as well as—
· invitations to preview night
· 12 admission passes

Apprentice $2,500
Company/group/family/individual name —

· on sign at exhibit entrance
· on HOH Construction Co. web page (for at least one year following opening of exhibit)
· listed in annual report (if contribution made by September 30)

as well as—
· 2 invitations to preview night
· 8 admission passes

Pre-Apprentice $1,000
Company/group/family/individual name —

· on sign at exhibit entrance
· on HOH Construction Co. web page (for at least one year following opening of exhibit)
· listed in annual report (if contribution made by September 30)

as well as—
· 4 admission passes 

HOH Construction Co.
b u i l d i n g f o r t h e f u t u r e 

o f L a n c a s t e r

For more information on how to become a trade sponsor, contact becca.stamp@handsonhouse.org

HOH CONSTRUCTION CO. EXHIBIT
Apprenticeship Campaign  

Workforce Development Begins at the Earliest Ages!

Hands-on House and ABC Keystone are partnering to develop a 
new construction-focused exhibit, slated to open early in 2020.  

Be a part of this exciting venture!
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How to Improve Cash Flow  
through Receivables 

BY: KEVIN J. VANPELT, WALZ GROUP

Ask an Accountant

s trusted advisors for many construction companies, 
we receive questions about what financial metrics 

are most important to monitor. Some expect to hear working 
capital for bonding capacity, how much work the company has 
in backlog, or any other complicated financial ratio; however, 
the answer is fairly simple. One of the early indicators that a 
company is not operating effectively is how they manage their 
cash flow. Below are a few tips of how to improve processes 
related to accounts receivable to improve your cash flow.

Timeliness and Accuracy of Invoicing
As basic as it sounds, the sooner invoices are created and sent 
to customers, the sooner you will receive payment on that 
invoice. Under the Contractor and Subcontractor Payment Act 
(CASPA) that was amended in 2018, there are required periods 
of time that must be given for notices if a customer is not paying 
an invoice. If invoices are not being prepared in a timely fashion, 
action under CASPA will be delayed as well. Also, if there is any 
incorrect information on the invoice, there will be delays in 
payment of the invoices as both parties resolve the situation 
and a corrected invoice is issued.  The invoicing process should 
be automated to the extent that it can. The more manual 
processes that are in place, the greater the chance of an error 
arising.

Granting Credit Without Performing Due Diligence  
on Customer
It is easy for the sales team and management to get excited 
about the possibility of landing a large contract, but was 
research done on the customer to determine if they will pay 
promptly? A very simple check that can be done on new 
customers is to look through public records (court hearings, 
identify any liens, etc.) that may indicate difficulty receiving 
payment for the work performed. If concerns do arise about 
a customer’s ability to pay, it could also be beneficial to ask 
the customer to provide references from their suppliers to 
determine the customer’s history of paying.

Monitoring Outstanding Receivables, Including Retainage
It is imperative that an accounts receivable aging report is 
reviewed frequently. We see companies review the aging 
report every week or bi-weekly, but at the very least, it should 

be reviewed on a monthly basis. Your customers are trying 
to manage their cash flow as well by figuring out how long 
they have to actually pay an invoice. If there is no follow up 
with customers that have invoices past their due date, there 
is no accountability for the customer to promptly pay. On 
the contrary, if a customer knows a member of the accounts 
receivable team will be following up on the status of payment 
the day after it was due, payment will most likely be received in 
a timely manner. This applies to retainage as well, especially for 
subcontractors that perform work at the beginning of a project. 
Constant communication with customers about open amounts 
due will lead to better collections.

Processes for invoicing and collections can vary from company 
to company. While the above procedures are not overly complex 
to implement, we would be happy to further the conversation 
of what implementation of any of these procedures could 
specifically look like for your company.

Kevin is a Manager in the 
Assurance Division at 
Walz Group.  Kevin heads 
the firm’s Construction 
practice area and is a 
member of ABC Keystone’s 
Education and Young 
Professionals committees. 
He has been in public 
accounting for nearly 10 
years, and as a manager 
of audits, has worked 
with many complicated 
accounting topics.

If you are interested in 
writing for the “Ask an 
Attorney” or the “Ask an 
Accountant” feature,  
please contact: 
Kelly Moore
Asst. Director of Marketing & Communications
kelly@abckeystone.org
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Kevin J. VanPelt 
Manager
Walz Group
2929 Lititz Pike 
PO Box 5555
Lancaster, PA 17606-5555
kvanpelt@walzgroupcpa.com

Kevin J. VanPelt
Manager
Walz Group
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Continuing Education by 
Lorman Education Services

• Live seminars
• Webinars
• On-demand products

• Cost effective
• Convenient
• CEUs available

ABC Keystone members receive a 15% Lorman discount rate* on all live or on demand 
webinars, memberships, reports, white papers, audio and textbook packages and all  
other Lorman-sponsored training available on the ABC Keystone Lorman page.

Call 1-866-352-9539 or register at:
lorman.com/training/abckeystone 
Mention Priority code 16007 and  

discount code T7434343
*15% discount also applicable 

to All-Access pass: Pay once and 
get a full year of unlimited training  

in any format, at anytime.

Wide variety of topics available:  
Construction, Financial Reporting, HR, Legal, Project Management,  

Professional Development, Safety, and more!



pair of bills that overwhelmingly passed the State 
House of Representatives have stalled in the Senate 

until the legislative session resumes in October. While the 
bills received strong bipartisan support and were heavily 
supported by Pennsylvania’s building trade unions, they lost 
steam in the Senate during June’s budget negotiations due to 
pressure from ABC and other groups.

One of the bills, House Bill 716, was introduced by Rep. John 
Galloway (D-Bucks) and would create a joint task force to 
examine the financial impact of worker misclassification in the 
Commonwealth. In 2011, then Governor Tom Corbett signed 
Act 72 into law, establishing the Construction Workplace 
Misclassification Act, which created specific guidelines for 
the classification of employees and independent contractors. 
Since then, construction groups have claimed that the law 
doesn’t go far enough and enforcement is slight on violations 
of existing law. HB 716 would create a task force made up 
of four legislative caucus appointees, the Attorney General, 
and the Secretaries of Budget and Labor & Industry. ABC 
contended that the bill was an unnecessary waste of taxpayer 
resources, as an examination of financial impact could be 
performed by the Bureau of Labor Law Compliance and the 
Legislative Budget & Finance Committee, which was formed 
in 1959. After opposing the bill in the Senate and encouraging 
several pro-business members to speak out against the bill, 
legislative leadership opted not to consider the bill this spring.

The second bill, House Bill 1170, was introduced by Rep. 
Ryan Mackenzie (R-Lehigh) and would extend Pennsylvania’s 
current requirement for e-Verify on public works projects 
to private construction. ABC was vocal in its concerns about 
extending that requirement to other industries that are more 
problematic in the utilization of undocumented workers. 
Perhaps more concerning is the bill’s process for investigating 
complaints related to private construction projects. Under 

HB 1170, the Department of Labor & Industry would be free 
to show up to a jobsite or workplace unannounced, copy and 
seize documents, and interrogate employees. Furthermore, 
the bill does not prevent the Department from turning over 
initial investigatory authority to the Attorney General. For 
years, the Attorney General has utilized similar authority 
under Pennsylvania’s Prevailing Wage law to harass and 
intimidate merit shop contractors with Prevailing Wage 
violation threats. Again, ABC voiced these concerns and 
assembled a strong opposition of pro-business members of 
the Senate who protested for merit shop protections.

While the debate on both bills will continue throughout the 
summer and into fall, ABC remains committed to ensure 
protections for the merit shop.

Advocacy Update

State Looks to 
Reform Licensure  

Did you know?
As an ABC Keystone member, 

you are entitled to  
A Free Legal 
Consultation 

Benefit from an initial connection with 
an ABC-appointed attorney providing 
the information you need to handle any 
next steps in the process.

For more information, please contact 
the Chapter office: (717) 653-8106

A
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ABC Keystone Members Save! 
Affinity Program of the Month

FedEx has the shipping service you need with the options that work for you. 

Save up to 29%! 

 

To learn more, visit abckeystone.org/member-benefits or contact Mike Bachman, Director of Membership: mike@abckeystone.org

Your ABC Keystone Membership Can Pay for Itself!

New account FedEx Freight® Priority holders in the FedEx Advantage discount program 
save on a variety of FedEx services. 

After you enroll, you can use the same account to join My FedEx Rewards, and earn gift cards 
and brand-name merchandise when you ship. Enrollment for both programs is free.

Enroll now or call 1.877.875.2270. Be sure to use passcode ABCFDX

This is another tremendous benefit as a result of your membership with 
Associated Builders and Contractors!

Do you ship with FedEx?



Compete in Chili, 
Homebrew and 
Cornhole!
October 10, 2019
4 pm - 7 pm
ABC Keystone Parking Lot

Presenting Sponsorship Available!

What goes best with Chili? Homebrew of course!
NEW this year: Attendees will vote for their favorite 
homebrew at this year’s Chili Cornhole Tournament!
Get brewing today to make sure your batch of  
homebrew is ready in time to win the inaugural trophy!
Register your team for the cornhole tourney and take  
on the competition!
Beverages compliments of 2019 C.O.R.E. Sponsors!

Homebrew Competition?
 Even the Novice Can Compete! 

BY: RANDY FUNK, COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS SPECIALIST, PARKSITE/TYVEK

omebrewers can be found in all 
walks of life, and while some 

brewers barely do more than dissolve 
extract syrup in water and pitch yeast, 
others have invested much more time 
to their art. Some homebrewers make 
hundreds of gallons of beer a year and enter 
competitions; others brew once or twice, 
making their “famous pumpkin brew” for 
Thanksgiving that all the relatives rave over. 

You don’t become a homebrewer to 
make beer more cheaply. Once you start 
considering the expense of the equipment 
and your time, it becomes pretty clear that 
the economics are at best, a wash. You also 
don’t become a homebrewer because you 
can make better beer than the pros. While I 
know many who think their homebrew beer 
is the best in the world, they’re grading on 
a curve. 

There are certainly many benefits to 
homebrewing. You learn a great deal about 
the process of brewing and the nearly 
inconceivable chemical variables that affect 
a batch of beer. Some of the knowledge 
can be garnered by reading about brewing 
or talking to brewers, but some of it is just 
experiential.

Learning and building the knowledge and 
perfecting the art of homebrewing is a 
never-ending process. This is why local 
Homebrew clubs can provide an avenue for 
learning and experimentation with other 
like-minded craftsmen. It doesn’t matter if 
someone else has already made the perfect 
IPA. The goal is not the IPA; it’s the process 
of brewing the IPA. Thus, the reason we 
homebrew.

Since homebrewing is becoming a popular 
hobby, the ABC Keystone Events

Committee came up with the idea to add 
a homebrewing competition to the Chili 
Cornhole Tournament in the fall. It will 
be run exactly like the chili competition 
at the event. Attendees will sample the 
homebrews and vote on their favorite, with 
the winning brew receiving a prize.
Companies can enter into both the chili and 
homebrew competitions. 

If you plan on entering a homebrew, start 
brewing now! Even if you've never brewed 
before, the web is full of resources to help 
the novice begin.

We’re looking forward to adding this 
competition to this great event!
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Happy Anniversary!
Thank you for your continued 

support of the merit shop!
Join us in congratulating these members 
celebrating anniversaries in August 2019

60 Years: 

D & H Electrical 
Construction, LLC  

Howells Glass Co., Inc.
Murray Securus

25 Years:  
American Testing 
Laboratories, Inc.
Bauer Fastener & 

Power Tool Co., Inc. 
Campbell Associates

Louis P. Canuso
D.C. Gohn Associates, Inc.
H.C. Nye Company, Inc. 

15 Years: 
The Hess Agency 

Quandel Enterprises, Inc.

10 Years:  
Little Stream Auto Rentals
Rubright Construction, Inc. 

1 Year:  
Weist Electric, Inc. 

Gain Visibility With 
Maximum Effectiveness 

and Minimal Costs with an 
ad in the  Merit Shop Spokesman! 

Full Page Ad: $350 
1/2 Page Ad: $250

More ad sizes available!
Contact Kristi Pronovost 

at the Chapter office 
to reserve your placement!

(717) 653-8106 
kristi@abckeystone.org

Tuesday, August 6, 2019
John Wright Restaurant 
Wrightsville

Don't miss our most popular 
mixer of the year!

Register online: abckeystone.org



ABC Keystone’s 
LegCon Bus Trip 

Thank you for sharing the merit shop 
mission with members of Congress!



Introducing 

NEW Logos! 
ABC Keystone’s 

New...Fresh...Modern 
Paying tribute to 

ABC's strong foundation and history
Look for ABC Chapter logo updates Nationwide!



or commercial construction professionals in the United States, 
there’s a good chance the government plays a role in everyday 

operations. That’s because often the client is the government, or 
because every job has to answer to governmental bodies such as the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration and the Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs.

Between those two oversight organizations, millions of dollars of 
noncompliance fines are collected each year from businesses in the 
construction sector. For business owners, the threat of being audited or 
caught not meeting a standard can have major repercussions, including:

• financial retribution
• reputation damage
• loss of confidence of employees
• loss of business

When safety deadlines and even an entire business are on the line, it’s 
critical to have an eye on meeting compliance standards. Here are eight 
common compliance violations for construction professionals to watch 
for and how to prevent them.

From OSHA: OSHA’s mission is to “assure safe and healthful working 
conditions for working men and women by setting and enforcing 
standards and by providing training, outreach, education and 
assistance.” It’s a noble pursuit, and with just one compliance officer for 
every 59,000 workers OSHA is meant to oversee, it’s daunting. What do 
businesses need to know and what can they do to be OSHA-compliant?

Common OSHA Compliance Violations

OSHA’s compliance standards vary by industry and can reach from on-
the-job-site violations such as not having OSHA posters put up to lack 
of safety programs and poor recordkeeping. According to OSHA, the top 
five most frequently cited OSHA standards from last year are:

• fall protection (construction)
• hazard communication standard (general industry)
• scaffolding, general requirements (construction)
• respiratory protection (general industry) 
• control of hazardous energy (lockout/tagout) (general industry).

How to Prevent Them

Any good business knows that safety on a jobsite needs to be a primary 
focus. Without healthy, confident workers, businesses can’t survive, and 
with OSHA’s oversight, the U.S. has made progress in making worksites 
safer. To continue in that direction, construction in particular needs to 
stay ahead of the safety and health game. Here’s what they can do:

• Create a safety and health program that touches all employees  
  at different stages of their careers; OSHA’s free on-site  
        consultation program is a great place to start.

• Make OSHA training a part of the onboarding process for all  
     relevant employees.

• Store and track OSHA certifications for all employees using a  
       mobile, easy-to-use system.

• Make safety training a part of the employer brand, so new  
       employees know it is truly a value and take it seriously.

• Record and report all necessary OSHA forms for the required five  
       years using a robust employee management system (sometimes  
     called an Enterprise Resource Planning System, or ERP) that  
      makes tracking easy and keeps businesses ready for an  
      OSHA audit.

From OFCCP

For most nonresidential construction companies, contracting with the 
government can be a common and lucrative business strategy. Those 
contracts are overseen by the OFCCP, whose mission is to “enforce, for 
the benefit of job seekers and wage earners, the contractual promise of 
equal employment opportunity and affirmative action required of those 
who do business with the Federal government.” The OFCCP’s oversight 
comes with some teeth: more than $39 million was obtained by the 
OFCCP on the behalf of employees who were discriminated against last 
year.

Common OFCCP Compliance Issues

Knowing how to meet and prove a commitment to OFCCP policies will 

Eight Common Compliance Violations... Cont. on page 17 

Prioritize Safety

BY: BY CHRIS LENNON 
CONSTRUCTION EXECUTIVE MAGAZINE - A PUBLICATION OF ABC NATIONAL

Eight Common Compliance 
Violations and How to Stop Them  

F
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n today’s world, retirement plans such as 401(k)s are 
not only commonplace, but are almost a requirement. 

Whether you are talking about attracting new talent 
or retaining your current employees, giving people the 
opportunity to save for their retirement is something 
most employers need to consider. Defined Benefit plans 
are far less common these days. As such, most employees 
are realizing the need to plan for their own retirement. 
Sure, employers will reap the benefits of their company 
contributions being tax deductible, but what if there was 
another way a contractor could leverage their retirement 
plan to help make bids more competitive? Prevailing wage 
retirement plans can allow employers to do just that. 

A prevailing wage retirement plan is a plan established by 
an employer subject to the prevailing wage regulations. 
These employers can engage in either Federal or State 
level contracts. In general, projects subject to prevailing 
wage must provide wages and benefits that would be 
provided to a union contactor. This total prevailing wage 
compensation has two parts: the prevailing wage and 
the prevailing wage fringe. Contactors have the option of 
either paying both pieces in cash or electing to pay a piece 
of these as a contribution into the retirement plan. 

Some of the benefits of using this strategy are: 

1. Cost savings. Payments made into the retirement plan 
save the company in payroll taxes.

2. More competitive bids. The cost savings can help 
translate to a lower and more attractive bid. 

3. Discrimination testing. These payments can help 

business owners pass the required discrimination testing 
for their retirement plan.
4. Increasing contributions for owners. Because of the 
nature of these payments, owners who were previously 
restricted in their own contributions will have more 
flexibility. 

If you have any questions on setting up a prevailing 
wage plan or have not reviewed your current plan in the 
past year, consider a complimentary retirement plan 
consultation. 

Securities offered through Triad Advisors, LLC, Member 
FINRA/SIPC.  Advisory services offered through Triad 
Hybrid Solutions, LLC, a registered investment advisor.  
Stonebridge Financial Group, LLC and Triad Advisors, LLC 
are not affiliated. 

A Young Professional’s Perspective

Using Your Retirement Plan to 
Make Your Bids More Competitive  

I
BY: CORY CUFFLEY, CPA, CRPS®, AIF® 

FINANCIAL ADVISOR, STONEBRIDGE FINANCIAL GROUP

Cory Cuffley, CPA, CRPS®, AIF®
Financial Advisor 
Stonebridge Financial Group 
602 N Front Street 
Wormleysburg, PA 17043
cory.cuffley@stonebridgefg.com

Cory Cuffley, CPA, CRPS®, AIF®
Financial Advisor
Stonebridge Financial Group
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2019

August

  6  ABC Keystone Summer Outdoor Mixer Presented by: Saxton & Stump LLC 
         Our most popular mixer of the year! Sponsorships available!
  8  Managing Change: Smooth & Successful Change Management for Lasting Results
  8  Adult AED, CPR & Basic Medic First Aid
12  Safety Academy: The Road to World Class Safety (Aug. 12 & 13)
15  Competent Person for Supported Scaffold Training
19  Competent Person Training for Silica
21  Key Employment Law Competencies for Supervisors
27  Managing a Respiratory Protection Program

September
10  Important Changes to Financial Reporting
11  Confined Space Rescue 
11  Project Management & Leadership
12  Time Management - Increase Efficiencies to Achieve More 
16  Basic Blueprint Reading
17  Safety Forum – Topic TBD
18  Attracting & Retaining Employees by Creating a Captivating Workplace
23  OSHA 10-Hour Construction
24  Succession Planning
24  SalesWorks! Generating Revenue & Developing Long Term Clients
26  Superintendent Training Program (STP) - Improving Productivity and Managing Costs
26  Get to Know AIA Contract Documents:  
      What Architects, Contractors, Engineers and Owners Need to Know
26  ABC Keystone’s Clay Shoot Presented by: OSS Health
27  Competent Person for Excavation and Trenching

Save the Date: 

October 10       ABC Keystone Chili, Cornhole & Homebrew Tailgate Party 
                           Start Your Homebrew Now!
                           Presenting Sponsorship available!

November 6    ABC Keystone Excellence 
                           in Construction Awards Gala
                           Presented by: Donegal Insurance Group
                           Sponsorships available!

December 12    ABC Keystone Ugly Holiday Wear Mixer 
                            Presenting sponsorship available!

 

Chapter Calendar - Events, Education & Training

Customized Training Available!
 - Your Place or Ours - Contact the Chapter Today! 

(717) 653-8106  | Barbara Holtzapple (Career Development) & Kevin Keith (Safety)

2019 Fall 
Regional Construction  

Wake-up Call Series

A Convenient Way to 
Connect with Your Colleagues 

in Your Backyard!

View topic/dates/location 
updates online 

at abckeystone.org

Meeting times: 
7:30 am – 8:45 am

Discover more  
events/education/training 

and register 
online at: 

abckeystone.org
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Also available:
Rent booth space to 
brush up on skills!

 
Cory Cuffley, CPA, CRPS®, AIF®, Financial Advisor, Stonebridge Financial Group, LLC
Role you play in your organization:
I am a Financial Advisor that specializes in corporate 
retirement plans. I work with organizations to make sure that 
their retirement plan is meeting their needs and operating 
efficiently. I also help plan sponsors understand their fiduciary 
duty. On the participant level, I work with individuals to help 
them better plan for their financial future. 

Why do you wake up and go to work every day?
I loving helping people achieve their goals. Whether that 
is saving for retirement, paying off debt, or helping a child 
through school, small changes can have a long and lasting 
impact. 

As a Young Professional, how has your involvement 
with ABC Keystone helped you?  
Being a part of ABC Keystone has allowed me to meet a lot of 
new people in the industry and learn a lot about things I never 
knew before.  

Words of advice for fellow YPs?  
Don’t be afraid to step out of your comfort zone. 

Best concert you have attended?
I love all kinds of music. But, as far as concerts go, I would have 
to say Garth Brooks at the Royal Farms Arena in Baltimore was 
by far the best.

Last/best book you've read? 
Man’s Search for Meaning by Viktor Frankl

If you wish to submit a YP Spotlight, 
please contact:

Barbara Holtzapple
Director of Education

barbara@abckeystone.org

Eight Common Compliance Violations... Cont. from page 13

not only save headaches for everyone involved in working on 
government contracts. It will also make the workplace more diverse 
and more lucrative. Here are the three most common construction 
compliance evaluations conducted last year, according to OFCCP:

• EO 11246 Violation (Equal Employment Opportunity): More than  
  50% of OFCCP inquiries in construction were under this code. It  
  involves discrimination in employment decisions on the basis of  
  race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or  
  national origin. 

• Section 503 Violation (Prohibits discrimination against  
    individuals with disabilities): 12.1% of OFCCP evaluations  
    in 2018. 

• Section 4212 Violation (Vietnam Era Veterans’  
  Readjustment Assistance Act, a.k.a. VEVRAA): 14.1% of  
  OFCCP inquiries in 2018.

How to Prevent Them

With the labor crisis being what it is for construction, hiring would be 
plenty tough without the added layer of regulations the OFCCP brings. 
But with oversight regarding not only who gets hired, but also how 
the decisions are made and being documented, recruiting is more 
complicated than ever before.

The best approach for any business working with federal contracts is to 
have smart HR infrastructure in place. Like a job site, a solid foundation 
for bringing on employees and organizing all the details of each applicant 
is critical to meeting OFCCP standards. Here’s what’s recommended:

• Only look at the best applicants. Smart HR software will sort the  
        applicants by criterion and display them in batches. This allows   
     hiring managers to view small amounts at a time and only have to  
       report on the ones considered. 

• Keep all hiring decisions on record. Whether in filing cabinets  
        or through smart software, an information hub should be used to  
       keep employee-related decisions for at least two years. With a  
        software, disposition codes can be used to categorize (and  
       defend) hiring decisions.  

• Stay up to date. Federal guidelines are always in flux. For  
       example, the Department of Labor recently updated an overtime  
       rule and is planning to seek comments on the FMLA. HR leaders  
    recommend using a software that is automatically updated with  
    the latest compliance changes, rather than trying to keep up with  
       every mandate. 

Working in the commercial construction industry is rewarding. These 
businesses literally pave the way forward and build up the community. 
It’s critical that they and their workers not only stay healthy from a 
safety standpoint, but also administratively. By using smart HR strategies, 
businesses with OSHA and OFCCP oversight can see continued success 
and audit readiness.
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Construction Coalition for a 
Drug- and Alcohol-Free Workplace

Drug abuse costs employers $81 billion annually 
NCADD

Act Now and Take The Pledge To Become a 
Partner in the Construction Coalition for a 

Drug- and Alcohol-Free Workplace.

Over 6666 Pledges Made!
Visit:

drugfreeconstruction.org
to learn more and take the pledge

Register Now!
New Career Development Series 

Starting this Fall:

HR Management Academy
Leadership Development Series

Mental Fitness for Leaders
SalesWorks

Understanding the Construction Process

Plus:
Crew Leadership for Effective Teams

Peer Groups: Executive Leadership, HR, Field Leader
Superintendent Training Program

and more!

View the full calendar at: abckeystone.org



Barley Snyder Partner David Freedman 
Earns Pro Bono Award
The Pennsylvania Immigration Resource Center has named 
Barley Snyder partner David Freedman its “Pro Bono 
Attorney of the Year” for 2018. Freedman received the 
honor this month at PIRC’s annual “Light of Liberty Awards” 
in York. This is the second time Freedman has been honored 
with the award after first receiving the honor for 2015. 
Freedman, who speaks fluent Spanish, routinely volunteers 
with PIRC helping immigrants to the United States receive 
legal aid they would not have at their disposal otherwise. 
The organization provides free legal representation, legal 
counsel, education and advocacy to help immigrants obtain 
or protect their legal status.

Benchmark Construction Co., Inc. 
Welcomes a New Assistant Project Manager 
Benchmark Construction has hired Ben Hess as an Assistant 
Project Manager. In this role, Ben will be responsible 
for assisting project managers with overseeing the daily 
operations of select projects which includes coordinating 
field and administrative activities as well as ensuring all 
parties involved in the construction process are working 
to serve the clients’ best interests. Mr. Hess is a recent 
graduate of The Pennsylvania State University with a 
bachelor’s degree in Architectural Engineering. During his 
senior year, he interned with Benchmark.

SEK Announces Staff and Supervisor Promotions 

John E. Stoner, CPA has been promoted to Senior Associate. 
He has experience in government audits and works with 
entities such as boroughs, townships, authorities, school 
districts, and community colleges. John earned a Bachelor 
of Science in Accounting from Wilkes University and joined 
the firm in 2017. 

Taylor M. Rote, CPA, has been promoted to Supervisor, and 
she primarily focuses on audits for local government and 

non-profit entities. Taylor works with multiple townships, 
boroughs, municipal authorities, parks and recreation 
authorities, and school districts. She earned both a 
Bachelor of Science in Accounting and a Master of Science 
in Accountancy from the University of North Carolina 
Wilmington. Taylor joined SEK in 2018 with three years of 
experience.

Saxton & Stump, LLC Attorney Erik 
Hume Elected as Vice Chair of PBA Real 
Property Section 
Saxton & Stump attorney Erik M. Hume was recently 
elected as the vice chair of the Real Property Division for 
the Pennsylvania Bar Association (PBA) Real Property, 
Probate and Trust Law Section. Hume will serve a one-year 
term as vice chair. During this year, he will be responsible 
for supervising and directing the work of the Real Property 
Division. This work includes legislative and professional 
development initiatives as well as serving on the section’s 
Executive Committee.

Trout, Ebersole & Groff, LLP Announces 
Employee Promotions  
Accounting firm Trout, Ebersole & Groff, LLP has announced 
the promotions of 10 professionals. “We are pleased 
to congratulate these outstanding individuals on their 
accomplishments,” said Todd Harrington, Managing Partner. 
The promotions include: Dan Chodan, Colleen Crammer, 
Brian Pennington, Ann Shenk, and Tiffany Bender to 
Manager positions; Martha Guaigua to Supervisor; Rebecca 
Shirk and Christopher Stetler to Senior Accountant 2, and 
Josiah Schendel and Dustin Peck to Senior Accountant 1.

The Latest Member News

If you have news to share, please send your press release for consideration to:
kristi@abckeystone.org



Add the ABC Member 
logo to your website! 

Visit these member 
websites for examples: 

classicrockfab.com 
derockelectric.com 

Contact kristi@abckeystone.org  
for a digital file

Hanover Nissan
Kristen Barnhart, Sales Manager
75 W. Eisenhower Dr.
Hanover, PA 17331
ph. (717) 637-1121
kbarnhart@hanovernissan.com

Meet many of our newest members at the 
ABC Keystone Summer Outdoor Mixer 
Presented by: Saxton & Stump LLC  
August 6, John Wright Restaurant 
Register at abckeystone.org 

Welcome to ABC's Newest Members!
as of July 2019

Thank 
You 

for your 
Support 

of the 
Merit 
Shop!

Swirnow Building Systems Group
Michael Snyder, Vice President
2801 Sisson Street
Baltimore, MD 21211
ph. (410) 338-1122
msnyder@swirnow.com
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Meet the ABC Keystone 
Apprenticeship Instructors! 

Apprenticeship at ABC Keystone

Meet more of the 
instructors in the 
September issue 

of the 
Merit Shop 
Spokesman

Chad Foor 
Electrical Instructor

Chad Foor 
Electrical Instructor

Chad Foor is the Owner of Foor 
Home Services. He resides in 
Manheim with his wife and three 
children. When he isn’t working he 
enjoys fly fishing and hunting. 

Chad is a graduate of Thaddeus 
Stevens College of Technology 
and has graduated from ABC's 
Apprenticeship Training in 2017. 

After working as an Electrician for 
several years, Chad started Foor 
Home Services providing reliable, 
friendly and high quality electrical 
service and repair for the average 
homeowner. 

Besides running his business, he 
has always had a desire to train 
apprentices and launch them into a 
vocation that they can enjoy and feel 
confident in. He is excited to be able 
to play his part in investing in the 
Electrical Apprenticeship Program 
and will teach all electrical classes.

D. Randy Doxzon 
Director of HVAC & 
Plumbing

D. Randy Doxzon 
Director of HVAC & Plumbing

Randy Doxzon was most recently 
a Project Manager at James Craft 
& Son, Inc. for 13 years. He is the 
second generation of the Doxzon 
family to work for ABC Keystone, as 
Randy's father, Drew Doxzon, served 
as an Electrical Level 4 instructor for 
14 years. 

Randy completed ABC's 
Apprenticeship Training in 2009 as 
a Plumbing graduate and began 
teaching plumbing for ABC Keystone 
in 2017. He will teach all HVAC and 
plumbing courses starting this fall.

This May, Randy was awarded 
"2019 Instructor of the Year" at 
ABC Keystone's Apprenticeshp 
Graduation Ceremony in May. 
Randy’s enthusiasm and passion for 
teaching is evident by his interaction 
with his students.  He uses hands-
on projects, involving every student 
in the process to help them gain 
experience and become competent 
in their trade. His hopes to continue 
to grow in this role, as he shares, “In 
a field that is constantly evolving, 
so must we. My goal is to always be 
striving to be better in whatever I’m 
working on.” 



at DonegalGroup.com today!
FIND OUR AGENTS

From employees to equipment, 
we have you covered.
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Connect with ABC Keystone on Social Media!

• Get the latest info on education and training

• Discover networking opportunities

• Stay informed on legislative updates 

• Follow the apprenticeship happenings

• See members in action @ABCKeystonePA
 

@ABCKeystone
 

linkedin.com/company/abckeystone/

@abckeystone

#ABCKeystone
#ABCMeritShopProud

Visit abckeystone.org for more!


